Abstract: This study intends to check how much Romanian performances of the last two decades owe to tradition and what is, nonetheless, contemporary in the 'contemporary performance'. The study takes into consideration the shows produced in the public theatres, the ones which provide the overwhelming majority of the Romanian theatrical production.
the central element in the construction of a show. He/she has consolidated his/her position as a creator who signs a work, for which he/she is the first to have the copyright. As many of the Romanian theatres are managed by managers-directors, we may also speak of an institutional consolidation of this position. However, they have gradually given up employed directors, tacitly reaching the conclusion that long-time working with the same group involves mostly disadvantages rather than advantages.
2. In the Romanian contemporary performance, the acting techniques have remained the same. Besides renouncing the declamatory, 'theatrical' uttering, in favour of the natural acting (actually also preferred by many of the classic directors) a contemporary actor acts exactly like 20, 30, 50 years ago. We are on the same axis between Stanislavski and Brecht, with invocations and applications (most often done by ear) of Meyerhold's theatrical theories. Same as before, the actor is 'judged' depending on his/her physical data and ability to stir emotions.
3. Apparently, one may think that the art direction has gained prominence during the last decades, considering the ever-increasing interest the contemporary audience has in the visual aspects of the performance. Nonetheless, one only needs to have a look at the scenery from the 70s, 80s 1 to understand that nothing much has changed in this matter. The scenery still is, with priority, the one defining the space, either from a symbolic or a realistic point of view. In most cases, the scenery is not produced by the theatres anymore; they resort to specialised companies, which are in the management's, director's or theatre designer's good graces.
4. I believe we may talk about regress in the Romanian theatre concerning the costumes. There is a stage tendency to dress up the characters in a neutral style, in order to justify their double temporal existence: their time and our time. It is enough to visit the tailoring shops in the Romanian theatres to understand that, today, the costume doesn't have the importance it used to have. The disappearance of the historical performance or of the restorative performance intensified the lack of interest in the costume. 5. What is undeniably different in the contemporary performance is the light design, which, by the way, is often overused. As long as the theatre bought a state-of-the-art lighting system, the director feels he/she has to use it, even when the light ends up doing a great disservice to the show. Moving heads, video-mappings, cycloramic applications, hologram effects are performance obsessions of our time. The ambition of turning the light into a character is sometimes so great that it often obstructs the real characters. There are very few Romanian theatre creators who really know how to use the new technologies. Most of them are content to imitate what they see in the occidental theatre and what they think is representative for the European theatrical mainstream.
6. As for the themes of the contemporary shows, I don't think we may talk of major differences, but only of thematic disguises, redefining or passable nuances of the old subjects. In the Romanian space of the last twenty years, Radu Afrim has the merit of having imposed a marginality theme which, for better or worse, has somehow refreshed the used stories. The entire work of Radu Afrim is a continuous and always surprising meditation on the 'difference', be it social, sexual, economic 2 etc. The liberties taken with the classic text are more significant than in the past, the dramatist's authority being rather a symbolic one than with concrete effects.
7. The music of the contemporary show tends to ignore the ambition of originality. Even the few composers who still collaborate with the theatres often resort to mixes, or to reorganising pre-existing sound themes. Live music supposes increasing the production budget, so that it seems a luxury for many directors, or, anyway, something extravagant. The actors are sadly lacking more and more in the musical skills field, fewer and fewer of them being able to ensure, from inside, the musical illustration of a show.
8. The dynamics of the stage movement is increasing, at present. Suffice it to view a few video recordings from the 70s-80s to realise that the theatre art requires other rhythms nowadays. It is not enough anymore to rely only on the dynamics of ideas. It is the reason why choreographies are always present in Romanian shows, even remotely important ones. The poor development of dance-theatre in Romania confirms however, in some way, that choreographic insertions remain in a decorative area, as performance accessories, the movement not becoming a structurally necessary one.
9. The general profile of the contemporary Romanian performance gives the image of a mix between art and something commercial, something which must be sold, but must also keep, to a greater or lesser extent, the air of a 'work', of an artistic creation. Theatre, in Romania, continues to be an art for the masses, the ambition of the Romanian director being to create shows with levels of meaning for each cultural layer of the audience. Generally speaking, theatre remains, however, an art of the middle class.
10. I fail to understand if the answers to the question 'Why are we going to the theatre?' essentially differ now compared to the past. And yet, it seems to me that the contemporary audience is much more tolerant of what they are offered than the audience in the old days. It is an audience which seems to tend to the idea that everything coming from a stage is welcome. We are witnessing a strange levelling of success and failure in the theatre, as if there would be no more bad shows or good shows, but only shows, and that is all. For those who study the phenomenology of applause in the Romanian theatre auditoriums 3 , the inability of this gesture to work as a truthful barometer of the show quality becomes obvious. The testimonies about the great performances in the past talk about dozens of calls on stage, about long minutes of standing ovations, but also about copious boos on stage. There are attitudes which are missing nowadays, the Romanian spectator avoiding exteriorising his/her impressions or feelings. We may not know if he/she does it because his/her aesthetic discernment has been atrophied, or because he/she simply feels odd in relation with what is provided as art.
11. The life duration of the contemporary show is decreasing. Nowadays, a show which is played for two-three seasons is considered a venerable show. The disappearance of the technical director from the theatres, or the redefinition of the position, has led to a deficient maintenance of the shows. The significant number of premieres, the, sometimes, aberrant promises from the management projects, the limited number of spectators, the impossibility to gather large casts (few actors live strictly on their wages) -all these contribute to the decrease of the life expectancy of the theatrical productions in Romania.
12. The budget of the contemporary performance is much higher than the one of a performance in the old days, whereas the profit made from selling tickets doesn't justify this additional investment. If a director or scenographer in the Romania of the 70s had learned how much one of his counterparts was going to earn in the 21 st century, he would have certainly been indisposed. Or he would have started making films, where financial satisfactions have always been significantly higher. The contemporary show swallows up most of the money for the scenery. Each of the 10-15 important directors of nowadays Romania feels irremediably offended if it is proposed to him to use scenery from other shows. All of them want to build up the show from absolute scratch, each world being created, of course, out of nothing. The costs generated by their fees are approximately the same. Most of the time, the director, the scenographer, the choreographer, the light-designer, the musician, the dramatist are external collaborators of the theatres, contracted based on copyrights. A top-rated director does not accept less than 10,000 euros. A famous scenographer doesn't work for less than 5,000 euros, just like the reputable choreographer and the musician feel insulted by fees below 3,000 euros. Only the dramatist, if there is one, has understood where his place is and accepts rather symbolic amounts. It is easy to notice that only the total fees of these artists often reach 25 -30,000 euros. Economically speaking,
